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	Are products labeled to comply with relevant legislation, regulations and industry guidelines?: Off
	Do you have quality control procedures in place?: Off
	Are any products imported or exported?: Off
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	20: Make Up Brushes

	Yes: Yes
	No: No
	Q17: Are any products imported or exported?
	Q22: Have you made any claim(s) to an Insurer for loss and damage?
	Q23: Are there any claims and/or incidents that have not yet been advised?
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	Q20: Are products labelled to comply with relevant legislation, regulations and industry guidelines? 
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	Have you made any claim(s) on an insurer for loss or damage?: Off
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	Have you ever been declared bankrupt?: Off
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	Q29: Have you ever been liable for any civil offence or pecuniary penalty?
	Q25: Have you had any insurance declined or cancelled, proposal/application rejected, renewal refused, claim rejected, special conditions or excess imposed by an insurer?
	dec: I/We declare that the above is true and correct in every respect and I/We have answered every question fully and frankly.  I acknowledge that I have carefully read any and every part of this declaration which was filled in by someone other than myself.  I further acknowledge that each such part is true and correct and is to be taken as having been filled in by me.
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	17a: If 'Yes', what countries do you sell to or buy from?
	18a: If 'Yes', list ingredients and percentage used.
	Q11B: $20,000,000
	Q11A: $10,000,000
	Title: BEAUTY CARE MANUFACTURERS PUBLIC & PRODUCTS
	Privacy_label:                 We are committed to protecting your privacy. We use the information you provide to advise about and assist with your insurance and/or financial planning needs. We only provide your information to insurance companies, underwriting agencies, wholesale brokers and premium funders with whom you choose to deal (and their representatives). We do not trade, rent or sell your information.If you don’t provide us with full information, we can’t properly advise you and you could breach your duty of disclosure. You can check the information we hold about you at any time. For more information about our Privacy Policy, ask us for a copy or visit our website www.ebm.com.au. By completing the quotation request below, I certify that I am aware that any collection of personal information is used in accordance with EBM’s Privacy Policy.
	Privacy -: Privacy - 
	ins1: Please return completed & signed form via email to southport@ebm.com.au, or alternatively fax to 1300 365 822  or post to PO Box 10481, Southport BC Qld 4215.
	Title1: LIABILITY PROPOSAL FORM
	DOD: Duty of Disclosure - 
	DOD1:                                     In order to make an informed assessment of the risk and calculate the appropriate premium, your insurer needs information about the risk you are asking them to insure.For this reason, before you enter into a contract of general insurance, you have a duty under the Insurance Contracts Act 1984 to disclose to your insurer every matter that you know, or could reasonably be expected to know, is relevant to the insurer's decision whether to accept the risk and, if so, on what terms.  The duty also applies when you renew, extend, vary or reinstate a contract of insurance.
	DOD2: You do not have to disclose anything that:    -  Reduces the risk to be undertaken by the insurer;    -  Is common knowledge;    -  Your insurer knows, or in the ordinary course of its business, ought to know; or    -  If the insurer has waived your obligation to disclose.
	CMP: "Claims made" Policies - 
	CMP1:                                              Certain sections of this policy are provided on a “claims made” basis which means that claims first advised to you (or made against you) during the Period of Insurance, fall into the current policy period, irrespective of when the incident causing the claim occurred, subject to the provisions of any clause/s relating to “retroactive date”.In order to ensure that any entitlement to indemnity under a Policy is protected, you must therefore report all incidents that may give rise to a claim against you to the Insurers without delay after such incidents come to your attention and prior to the expiration of the policy period.Notifications can arise from clients, business partners, corporate regulators and employees (i.e. employment practice liability) and it is important that you make enquiries within your business to determine if any person is aware of an incident or notification that might give rise to a claim against you, so this can be notified to the insurer during the current policy period. Failure to do so could prejudice cover if the incident gives rise to a claim at a later date.
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